
GAME-TEI Summer School on Artificial Intelligence and Medical Education 

Summer School Policy 

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the GAME-TEI faculty has made the decision to shift the 
Summer School to an online format with a pre-program schedule from Monday 8th June to Friday 
17th July and a program requiring live attendance over teleconferencing software from Monday 20th 
July to Wednesday 22nd July.  

In light of the extenuating and difficult circumstances surrounding this pandemic, the Summer 
School will be provided free of charge to selected participants and we have strived to implement 
flexible policies regarding student registration and program deadlines. Nothing comes above your 
health or the health of your family in this difficult time. If you feel you cannot complete this course 
due to extenuating circumstances, please send any of the teaching staff or faculty an email.  

The pre-program will run from Monday 8th June to Friday 17th July and will consist of a series of 
online lectures and interactive sessions which cover the principles of medical AI, ethical and policy 
considerations and include guest lectures from GAME-TEI Professors. The registration deadline for 
the pre-program will be Monday 15th June 5pm CEST.  

For the pre-program, students will participate in one of two streams. The “Foundations of Medical 
AI” stream will graduate students as more informed users of medical AI. This pathway is more suited 
to students who intend to occasionally use medical AI for diagnosis and treatment within the clinical 
setting. Students in this pathway will need to watch all lectures and complete 4 out of 5 weekly 
quizzes to receive a “Foundations of Medical AI” certificate. The “Advanced Medical AI” stream will 
graduate students who will be able to lead, manage and design their own medical AI projects. This 
pathway is more suited to students who intend to lead medical AI research or industry projects, start 
medical AI companies, draft medical AI policy or educate others in medical AI. Students in this 
pathway will need to watch all lectures and complete 5 out of 6 extension tasks to receive an 
“Advanced Medical AI” certification. Students will be able to switch between streams in the first two 
weeks of the pre-program. The course change deadline is the Monday 22nd June 5pm CEST. 

The program will run from Monday 20th July to Wednesday 22nd July and will require live 
attendance from students over Zoom. During the program, students will complete interactive 
workshops to refine important skills and work together in teams of 3-4 to propose a medical AI 
application or craft a medical AI policy (students will be able to select their pathway). Students will 
work together to present their proposal on Wednesday 22nd of July to a Faculty panel. Due to the 
different timezones, we will have two programs running in parallel – one for the European 
universities and one for the Asia-Pacific universities. University of Alberta students will have the 
choice of joining either timezone.  

We will also have a Zoom mixer on Saturday 18th July 8-9am CEST for all program participants and 
faculty to meet each other with fun activities. 

We believe this new format provides unprecedented opportunities to adapt our program to include 
and educate more students and spread what would be 40 hours of high-paced work over a longer-
term. This will allow us to build a deeper and more meaningful engagement with our students and 
foster longer-lasting and more impactful collaborations between our consortium universities. We 
are excited for this year’s Summer School and hope you share our excitement as we explore new 
and innovative models of education and collaboration together. 

 



Important Dates 

• Pre-Program Dates: Monday 8th June to Friday 17th July 
• Participant Registration Deadline: Monday 15th June 5pm CEST 
• Course Change Deadline: Monday 22nd June 5pm CEST 
• Program Zoom Mixer: Saturday 18th July 8-9am CEST (Mandatory) 
• Program Dates: Monday 20th July to Wednesday 22nd July 

Course Information 

Principles of Medical AI 

Healthcare is one of the most exciting domains of application for artificial intelligence, with 
transformative potential in areas ranging from precision medicine to fully-automated procedures. In 
response to this progress, there is a rapidly surging demand for medical doctors with sufficient 
technical capability to design, implement and lead medical AI research and hospital projects.  

The lectures start from the foundations of neural networks and build towards state-of-the-art deep 
learning models for a broad variety of healthcare data. Students will cover the design choices and 
considerations in constructing a neural network and build their own neural network in TensorFlow 
2.0. In the latter parts of the course, students will cover advanced topics in medical AI, including 
current best practice in healthcare AI, medical AI project design and implementation and a 
framework to critically assess published medical AI literature.  

During the workshop component, students will refine their intuition on the construct of neural 
network architectures and discuss the strengths and weaknesses of medical AI papers and project 
proposals. Students on the medical AI application project track will have the opportunity to propose 
an application from the perspective of a research project (assessed by a research grant board), 
hospital project (assessed by a hospital board) or company project (assessed by a venture capitalist).  

Medical AI Ethics and Policy  

As technological advances open up opportunities to use AI to improve clinical care, there is a clear 
need for ethical oversight on the use of these emerging algorithms to ensure that they are not 
misused. The introductory lectures will present an overview of key ethical issues relevant when 
considering the introduction of these tools in a variety of medical and social contexts, namely: public 
benefit, reducing harm, transparency and explainability, intervention suitability, privacy and 
security, consent, independent ethical oversight, accountability, equity, contestability and the 
‘slippery slope’. Within each lecture, we will present a variety of solutions that would strengthen the 
ethical case for using these tools. 

We will use a case study of medical and social suicide prediction tools to demonstrate the potential 
benefits of AI in reducing the significant costs of suicide in lives and social damage. Given the 
controversy associated with these tools, students will learn about the importance of rigorous 
technical and ethical protections to ensure ethical permissibility and public support. This is 
particularly the case for social suicide prediction, which, up to this point, has been primarily 
undertaken by private companies with no legislative or ethical oversight.  

Grounding the discussion in a practical example will help students understand and appreciate the 
ethical issues at play and apply these to other examples that they come across. We can then use this 
to inform the workshops where they will analyse certain tools/AI through this lens to determine 
ethical issues, and construct policy responses that balance risks and benefits.  



Pre-Program Streams 

Students may select one of two pre-program streams. 

Foundations of Medical AI Stream 

• To receive a “Foundations of Medical AI” certification, students must watch all lectures (2 
lectures per week) and complete 4 out of 5 short mini-quizzes (~20-30 minutes per week). 

• Students can switch to the Advanced course any time in the first two weeks. 

Learning Goals 

Students will graduate with sufficient understanding to be a more informed user of medical AI. This 
pathway is more suited to students who intend to occasionally use medical AI for diagnosis and 
treatment within the clinical setting. 

• Understand the broad concepts of AI.  
• Be able to discuss basic concepts with AI engineers.  
• Identify areas where AI is currently used in medicine.  
• Understand how to apply AI to one’s own medical education and training.  
• Understand when medical AI should and should not be used. 
• Introduced to frameworks to critique medical AI research papers and project proposals.  
• Introduced to frameworks to assess the ethical considerations behind medical AI projects 

and development of policy for medical AI.  
• Be able to help with the design and implementation of a medical AI project.  

Advanced Medical AI Stream 

• To receive an “Advanced Medical AI” certification, students must watch all lectures (2 
lectures per week) and complete 5 out of 6 extension tasks (~1-3 hours per week). 

• Extension tasks are designed to refine students’ skills as a medical AI practitioner with 
significantly greater coaching and feedback from the teaching faculty. Some extension tasks 
will enable students to work together with other advanced students from the consortium. 

• Students can switch to the Foundations course any time in the first two weeks. 

Learning Goals 

Students will graduate with the ability and skillset to lead, manage and design their own medical AI 
projects. This pathway is more suited to students who intend to lead medical AI research/industry 
projects, start medical AI companies, draft medical AI policy or educate others in medical AI.  

• Develop a deep intuition for important AI concepts.  
• Be able to lead medical AI projects and work closely with AI engineers.  
• Be able to predict future medical AI uses and understand how medical practice may change. 
• Be able to build neural networks using industry-standard software packages.  
• Be able to design medical AI research and industry projects that follow best practice 

principles and lead the implementation of projects.  
• Be able to critically appraise medical AI research and project proposals.  
• Be able to practice frameworks to critique medical AI research papers and project proposals.  
• Be able to practice frameworks that assess the ethical considerations behind medical AI 

projects and development of policy for medical AI.  



Pre-Program Syllabus (Subject to Change) 

Date Topic Instructor 

8/6 Introduction to Artificial Intelligence (First Neural Network, 
First Optimisation and Loss Functions, Gradient Descent, 
Backpropagation) 

Dr. Khoa Cao  
(Bioengineering, Stanford) 

10/6 Deep Learning Design 1 (Multi-Layer Neural Networks, 
Neural Networks in Code, Activation Functions, Loss 
Functions, Optimisation Algorithms, Weight Initialisation) 

Dr. Khoa Cao  
(Bioengineering, Stanford) 

15/6 Deep Learning Design 2 (Learning Curves, Hyperparameter 
Optimisation, Ensemble Learning, Transfer Learning, Data, 
Performance, Computational Power) 

Dr. Khoa Cao  
(Bioengineering, Stanford) 

17/6 Advanced Architectures (Computer Vision Systems, Natural 
Language Processing, Reinforcement Learning, Data Privacy) 

Dr. Khoa Cao  
(Bioengineering, Stanford) 

22/6 Foundations of Medical AI (Medical Neural Networks, 
Medical AI Applications, Successful/Failed Projects, When 
Should Medical AI Be Used/Not Be Used?) 

Dr. Khoa Cao  
(Bioengineering, Stanford) 

24/6 Advanced Medical AI (How to Critique Medical AI Papers, 
How to Design a Strong Medical AI Project, Implementation) 

Dr. Khoa Cao  
(Bioengineering, Stanford) 

29/6 AI-Assisted Diagnostic/Prediction Tools 

 

Lecture Topic TBD  
 

Lecture Topic TBD 

Prof. Lorenzo Chiari  
(Biomedical Engineering, UNIBO) 
 
A/Prof. Federico Chesani  
(Info. Processing Systems, UNIBO) 

Prof. Joseph Sung 
(Gastroenterology, CUHK) 

1/7 AI in Technology-Enhanced Learning Environments 

 
Lecture Topic TBD 

Prof. Martin Fischer  
(Medical Education, LMU) 

A/Prof. Mario Negrello 
(Autonomous Systems/Comp. 
Neuroscience, Erasmus MC) 

6/7 AI Ethics/Policy 1 (Introduction to key ethical and 
governance concepts relating to AI in health care) 

Dr. Daniel D’Hotman  
(Medical AI Ethics/Policy, Oxford) 

8/7 AI Ethics/Policy 2 (Introduction to key ethical and 
governance concepts relating to AI in health care continued) 

Dr. Daniel D’Hotman  
(Medical AI Ethics/Policy, Oxford) 

13/7 AI Ethics/Policy 3 (Advanced ethical and governance 
concepts relating to AI in health care) 

Dr. Daniel D’Hotman  
(Medical AI Ethics/Policy, Oxford) 

15/7 AI Ethics/Policy 4 (Advanced considerations for medical 
administrators and doctors in leadership) 

Dr. Daniel D’Hotman  
(Medical AI Ethics/Policy, Oxford) 



Program 

The program will build off students’ skills from the pre-program through interactive workshops and 
project teamwork. Two programs will run in parallel – one for the European group and one for the 
Asia-Pacific group. University of Alberta students may join workshops and teamwork from either 
program (e.g. join workshops from the Asia-Pacific group and join project teamwork from the 
European group). Please note that the times stated below are for UTC+0200 (for the Europe group) 
and UTC+0900 (for the Asia-Pacific group).  

 

Workshops 

• Foundations of AI Workshop: Students will refine their intuition on how to rapidly assess 
the strengths and weaknesses of major neural network architectures. 

• Medical Applications Workshop: Students will refine their ability to critique a medical AI 
paper and project proposal and learn the components of a strong medical AI research paper 
and project proposal. 

• AI Ethics Workshop: Students will apply ethical concepts from pre-reading to examine and 
analyse ethical issues associated with a particular AI tool 

• AI Policy Workshop: Students will develop an understanding of the trade-offs that policy 
makers and medical administrators may face in clinical/non-clinical contexts and appreciate 
the need for policy solutions that balance the benefits/risks of AI. 

Team Project 

Students will work together in teams of 3-4 to prepare a proposal and presentation on either a 
medical AI application or medical AI policy. Students will be able to select which stream they prefer.  

• Medical AI Application: Students will work in teams as clinicians and AI engineers to develop 
a proposal for a medical AI application.  

• Medical AI Policy: Students will work in teams as policy makers and senior medical 
administrators to design a framework to govern medical AI tools. 

 


